Interface
PRODUCT: DRAWN LINES
COLOR: A00908 SILVER, A00905 AMBER, A00906 AQUAMARINE
SIZE: 25cm x 1m
INSTALLED: ASHLAR
Interface

PRODUCT: NEIGHBORHOOD BLOCKS
COLOR: 106621 CARIBBEAN
SIZE: 25cm x 1m
INSTALLED: PATTERN BY TILE

PRODUCT: SHIVER ME TIMBERS
COLOR: 103099 CYPRUS
SIZE: 25cm x 1m
INSTALLED: PATTERN BY TILE

PRODUCT: TEXTURED WOODGRAINS
COLOR: A00410 SILVER WALNUT
SIZE: 25cm x 1m
INSTALLED: PATTERN BY TILE
Interface

PRODUCT: DRAWN LINES
COLOR: A00908 SILVER
SIZE: 25cm x 1m
INSTALLED: PATTERN BY TILE

PRODUCT: TWISTED SPOKES
COLOR: 104117 BLACK
SIZE: 50cm
INSTALLED: PATTERN BY TILE

PRODUCT: ON LINE
COLOR: 105269 MARIGOLD, 105266 AQUAMARINE, 103805 POPPY
SIZE: 25cm x 1m
INSTALLED: PATTERN BY TILE
Interface

PRODUCT: PROGRESSION II
COLOR: 106609 ECLIPSE & 306607 MORNING MIST
SIZE: 25cm x 1m
INSTALLED: PATTERN BY TILE

PRODUCT: DRAWN LINES
COLOR: 306005 AMBER
SIZE: 25cm x 1m
INSTALLED: PATTERN BY TILE

PRODUCT: PASADINA HILLS
COLOR: 106913 FROST
SIZE: 50cm
INSTALLED: PATTERN BY TILE
Interface
PRODUCT AE311
COLOR 104673
SIZE 25cm x 1m
INSTALLED PATTERN BY TILE

PRODUCT AE315
COLOR 105612 IRON BERRY
SIZE 25cm x 1m
INSTALLED PATTERN BY TILE

PRODUCT AE317
COLOR 105626 BERRY
SIZE 25cm x 1m
INSTALLED PATTERN BY TILE
Interface

PRODUCT: CUBIC
COLOR: 106071 PITCH
SIZE: 50cm
INSTALLED: PATTERN BY TILE

PRODUCT: EXPOSED
COLOR: 106089 PITCH
SIZE: 50cm
INSTALLED: PATTERN BY TILE
Interface

PRODUCT AE311
COLOR 108806 GRANITE
SIZE 25cm x 1m
INSTALLED PATTERN BY TILE

PRODUCT AR315
COLOR 108816 GRANITE/AZURE
SIZE 55cm x 1m
INSTALLED PATTERN BY TILE

PRODUCT AE317
COLOR 108829 AZURE
SIZE 25cm x 1m
INSTALLED PATTERN BY TILE
Interface

PRODUCT: HARMONIZE
COLOR: 104047 GULL
SIZE: 25cm x 1m
INSTALLED: PATTERN BY TILE

PRODUCT: GROUND WAVES
COLOR: 104056 GULL COLORS
SIZE: 25cm x 1m
INSTALLED: PATTERN BY TILE

PRODUCT: GROUND WAVES VERSE
COLOR: 104907 GULL COLORS
SIZE: 25cm x 1m
INSTALLED: PATTERN BY TILE
Interface

PRODUCT: AE311
COLOR: 105804 LOAM
SIZE: 25cm x 1m
INSTALLED: PATTERN BY TILE

PRODUCT: AR315
COLOR: 105812 LOAM/POPPY
SIZE: 25cm x 1m
INSTALLED: PATTERN BY TILE

PRODUCT: AE317
COLOR: 105825 POPPY
SIZE: 25cm x 1m
INSTALLED: PATTERN BY TILE
Interface

**PRODUCT**  VERTICALS
**COLOR**  103739 CREST
**SIZE**  25cm x 1m
**INSTALLED**  PATTERN BY TILE

**PRODUCT**  AE311
**COLOR**  104471 CHESTNUT
**SIZE**  25cm x 1m
**INSTALLED**  PATTERN BY TILE

**PRODUCT**  STUDIO SET
**COLOR**  A00704 ESPRESSO
**SIZE**  25cm x 1m
**INSTALLED**  PATTERN BY TILE
Interface

PRODUCT: BEE'S KNEES  COLOR: 105601 DAYLIGHT  SIZE: 50cm x 1m  INSTALLED PATTERN BY TILE
PRODUCT: WINTER SUN  COLOR: 105414 EVENING SUN  SIZE: 25cm x 1m  INSTALLED PATTERN BY TILE
Interface

PRODUCT: AE311
COLOR: 105805 GRANITE
SIZE: 25cm x 1m
INSTALLED: PATTERN BY TILE

PRODUCT: AR315
COLOR: 105815 GRANITE/BLUE
SIZE: 25cm x 1m
INSTALLED: PATTERN BY TILE

PRODUCT: AE317
COLOR: 105829 AZURE
SIZE: 25cm x 1m
INSTALLED: PATTERN BY TILE
Interface

PRODUCT: WW690
COLOR: 100384 FLANNEL
SIZE: 25cm x 1m
INSTALLED: PATTERN BY TILE

PRODUCT: A PEELING
COLOR: 705780 EXPOSED
SIZE: 50cm
INSTALLED: PATTERN BY TILE

PRODUCT: MONOCHROME
COLOR: 103946 WATERFALL
SIZE: 50cm
INSTALLED: PATTERN BY TILE
Interface

PRODUCT: AE311
COLOR: 105803 MUSHROM
SIZE: 25cm x 1m
INSTALLED: PATTERN BY TILE

PRODUCT: AR31D
COLOR: 105806 MUSHROOM/GRASS
SIZE: 25cm x 1m
INSTALLED: PATTERN BY TILE

PRODUCT: AE317
COLOR: 105621 GRASS
SIZE: 25cm x 1m
INSTALLED: PATTERN BY TILE
Interface

PRODUCT: PROGRESSION 1
COLOR: 105594 MORNING MIST
SIZE: 250cm x 1m
INSTALLED: PATTERN BY TILE

PRODUCT: PROGRESSION 1
COLOR: 106602 SMOKY BLUE
SIZE: 250cm x 1m
INSTALLED: PATTERN BY TILE

PRODUCT: AL510
COLOR: 105811 GREY / PERSIMMON
SIZE: 250cm x 1m
INSTALLED: PATTERN BY TILE
Interface

PRODUCT AE311
COLOR 106863 MUSHROOM
SIZE 38cm x 1m
INSTALLED PATTERN BY TILE

PRODUCT AR315
COLOR 106868 MUSHROOM/GRASS
SIZE 38cm x 1m
INSTALLED PATTERN BY TILE

PRODUCT AE317
COLOR 106821 GRASS
SIZE 38cm x 1m
INSTALLED PATTERN BY TILE
interface

PRODUCT: EXPOSED
COLOR: 106080 ZENITH
SIZE: 60cm
INSTALLED: PATTERN BY TILE

PRODUCT: SHIVER ME TIMBERS
COLOR: 103920 SPRUCE
SIZE: 90cm x 90cm
INSTALLED: PATTERN BY TILE
Interface

PRODUCT AE317
COLOR 105629 AZURE
SIZE 25cm x 1m
INSTALLED PATTERN BY TILE

PRODUCT AE318
COLOR 105817 MIST/AQUAMARINE, 105818 GRANITE/AZURE
SIZE 25cm x 1m
INSTALLED PATTERN BY TILE

PRODUCT AE311
COLOR 104669 FOG
SIZE 25cm x 1m
INSTALLED PATTERN BY TILE

PRODUCT NEIGHBORHOOD BLOCKS
COLOR 105615 FOG/BLOCKS, 105620 INDIGO/BLOCKS
SIZE 25cm x 1m
INSTALLED ASHLAR
Interface

PRODUCT: PROGRESSION II
COLOR: 105590 ECLIPSE & 105507 MORNING MIST
SIZE: 25cm x 1m
INSTALLED: PATTERN BY TILE

PRODUCT: HEAD IN THE CLOUDS
COLOR: 106792 MIDNIGHT LANDING
SIZE: 50cm
INSTALLED: PATTERN BY TILE
Interface

PRODUCT: CUBIC
COLOR: 6568 CONSTRUCTION
SIZE: 50cm
INSTALLED: PATTERN BY TILE

PRODUCT: CUBIC COLOURS
COLOR: 7266 TEAL
SIZE: 50cm
INSTALLED: PATTERN BY TILE